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1 Introduction

Rock fractures are found to be ubiquitous in rock masses.

Granular materials may exist in all scales of rock fractures,

not only influencing seismic wave attenuation (Wu et al.

2013a), but also controlling rock mass instability (Wu and

Zhao 2014). Many recent studies consider air-dry granular

materials sandwiched in a rock fracture and have found that

the dynamic compaction of granular materials significantly

affects P-wave attenuation across the filled fracture (Wu

et al. 2012, 2013b, c). The water effect on P-wave atten-

uation across a filled rock fracture has received less

attention. However, water or other liquid commonly exists

in geological media and strongly influences the physical

and mechanical properties of granular materials (Jaeger

and Nagel 1996; Zheng and Spiers 2005). Water in gran-

ular materials induces cohesion between grains, lubricates

grain friction, and causes additional energy dissipation

(Mitarai and Nori 2006). Li et al. (2010) showed that the

wave transmission coefficient decreases with higher water

content in an unsaturated filled fracture. Ma et al. (2011)

then used a three-phase medium model to analyze wave

transmission across the filled fracture. Nevertheless, the

question remains open to understand how the change of

water content physically affects the mechanical behaviors

of granular materials and further influences P-wave atten-

uation across a filled fracture.

Recent studies in rock mechanics consider P-wave

attenuation across a rock fracture through the description of

boundary conditions (Pyrak-Nolte et al. 1990; Rokhlin and

Wang 1991; Zhao and Cai 2001; Li et al. 2013). Pyrak-

Nolte et al. (1990) and Rokhlin and Wang (1991) intro-

duced viscosity to the description of boundary conditions

of a thin viscoelastic layer which may be used to estimate

the water effect on wave attenuation across a filled fracture.

However, not only viscosity but other water-induced fac-

tors, such as cohesion, lubrication and wave scattering,

affect the attenuation. For P-wave attenuation, as less

friction is induced in filling materials, wave scattering may

play a more important role in the attenuation than viscosity.

Hence, the previous works are based on simple situations,

which may be insufficient to quantitatively predict P-wave

attenuation across a filled fracture with different water

contents. A recent focal point of studies on granular

mechanics revealed that stress chains exist in granular

materials to support external stresses (Majmudar and

Behringer 2005). The grain contacts alter from asperity

contacts in a dry state to capillary bridges in unsaturated

and saturated states (Herminghaus 2005). Ponson et al.

(2010) investigated propagation and scattering of nonlinear

waves in disordered granular chains and found that wave

decay depends on the disorder level in a chain. These

studies can provide a physical explanation for P-wave

attenuation across a filled fracture.

The objectives of this study are to investigate the effect

of water content on P-wave attenuation across a filled

fracture from an air-dry state to a saturated state and to
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provide a qualitative explanation for the water effect on

P-wave attenuation across the filled fracture. A wave

transmission model is applied to interpret the experimental

results and to reveal the physical change of granular

materials with higher water content.

2 Experimental Work

The split Hopkinson rock bar (SHRB) method has been

used to investigate P-wave attenuation across a single rock

fracture (Li and Ma 2009; Wu et al. 2014) and a set of

parallel rock fractures (Wu et al. 2013a, c). As shown in

Fig. 1a, the rock bar system is similar to a conventional

split Hopkinson pressure bar system and consists of a

loading system with a norite striker bar, a pair of norite

long bars, and a data acquisition unit. A compressed spring

(stiffness 9.52 N/mm) was used as the energy source and

launched the striker bar to impact the front end of the

incident bar. A rubber disc was placed at the front end of

the incident bar to protect the contact ends of the striker

and incident bars and to generate a sine wave at a low

loading rate. The impact event between the striker and

incident bars generated a positive wave, which propagated

along the loading direction. The positive wave was

reflected at the bar end and propagated opposite to the

loading direction as a negative wave. The P-wave across

the filled fracture acted as a positive wave in the trans-

mitted bar, and then was reflected at the bar end as a

negative wave. If the length of two bars was smaller than

the P-wave wavelength, the recorded P-wave would be

superposed by the positive and negative waves. The

P-wave recorded from two strain gauge groups placed on

each bar can be separated to obtain a positive wave and a

negative wave. The P-wave velocity in the norite material

was 6,000 m/s; the frequency was about 2 kHz, and the

amplitude was about 120 microstrain. The data acquisition

unit measured the P-wave through four strain gauge groups

with a sampling rate of 100 kHz. More details about this

method can be obtained from Wu (2013).

Quartz sand (material density 2,620 kg/m3) was used as

the filling material in this study. At the beginning, the

quartz sand was sieved into particle sizes between 1 and

2 mm. For an air-dry filled fracture, a layer of quartz sand

was directly placed in a 2 mm pre-set gap between the

incident and transmitted bars and was held by an aluminum

Fig. 1 a Schematic view of the

SHRB method, b simulation of

dry and unsaturated rock

fractures, and c simulation of a

saturated fracture (unit: mm)
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box (Fig. 1b). The gap between the bar surface and the

confining box was filled by a 1 mm grease layer to mini-

mize undesired friction. For an unsaturated filled fracture,

the sand was first mixed with a designated amount of pure

water, placed in the gap, and then held by the box. For a

saturated filled fracture, a dry filled fracture was prepared

first. The water was then injected into the sand layer

through a small hole in the lower part of the box (Fig. 1c).

When the bubble flow from the upper part of the box

stopped, the filled fracture was considered to be in the

saturated state. The gap between the bar surface and the

box was connected by a 2 mm layer of soft silicone, which

restricted water leakage from lateral sides of the box and

allowed axial movement of the bars. The initial state of the

filled fracture was uncompacted.

According to a previous study (Wu et al. 2013b), the

porosity of quartz sand in a filled fracture was 0.397, and the

specific gravity of sand was 2.62. Hence, the water content

in a saturated filled fracture was equal to the porosity

divided by the specific gravity, 15.15 %. Besides an air-dry

filled fracture and a saturated filled fracture, we also con-

sidered an unsaturated filled fracture with three different

water contents (i.e., 2, 5, and 10 %). Five SHRB tests were

conducted for each case. If the amplitudes of transmitted

waves from five tests were very close, a similar filling state

of sand before each test would be guaranteed, and the sand

would touch both sides of the fracture interfaces.

3 Experimental Results

The P-wave directly recorded by four strain gauge groups

in the SHRB test on a saturated filled fracture is plotted in

Fig. 2. The P-wave is normalized to the first P-wave

amplitude recorded by strain gauge group 1. The amplitude

decrease of the second P-wave recorded by the strain gauge

group 2 is due to the superposition of the positive and

negative waves in the incident bar. The amplitudes of the

P-wave recorded by strain gauge groups 3 and 4 are sig-

nificantly reduced in the transmitted bar, owing to the

dynamic compaction of the filling material. Wu et al.

(2013b) addressed that the filling material delays the arrival

time of the P-wave at the rear interface of the filled fracture

and consumes a considerable amount of incident energy.

This study additionally discusses the effect of water con-

tent on P-wave attenuation across a filled fracture.

The recorded P-wave in two bars is superposed by a

positive wave and a negative wave. Based on the wave

separation calculation (Zhao and Gary 1997), the positive

and negative waves at fracture interfaces are shown in

Fig. 3. When the positive wave in the incident bar (con-

sidered as an incident wave) reaches the front interface of

the filled fracture, the negative wave (considered as a

reflected wave) is immediately generated and propagates

opposite to the direction of the positive wave. After a time

delay (D1), owing to sand compaction, the positive wave at

the fracture rear interface is initiated. The positive wave is

then reflected at the free end of the transmitted bar as a

negative wave, which reaches the rear interface after a time

duration of D2. The positive wave in the transmitted bar is

thus considered as a transmitted wave without the effect of

a negative wave during the first wave loading. The atten-

uation factor is defined based on the positive wave

amplitude in the incident bar, ePI, and the positive wave

amplitude in the transmitted bar, ePT.

1=Q ¼ 1� ePT=ePI

p
ð1Þ

The effect of water content on P-wave attenuation across

a filled fracture can be seen by comparing the incident

wave and the transmitted waves from a filled fracture with

different water contents (Fig. 4). The incident and trans-

mitted waves in each case are also normalized to the

P-wave amplitude recorded by strain gauge group 1. It can

be observed that (1) the P-wave takes a longer time to reach

the rear interface of a filled fracture with higher water

content, and (2) the amplitude and the energy transmission

rate (Wu et al. 2013a) decrease with higher water content

in a filled fracture. This reveals that the water content plays

a strong role in P-wave attenuation across a filled fracture.

The P-wave attenuation across a filled fracture as a

function of water content is demonstrated in Fig. 5. In

general, the attenuation factor increases with higher water

content. The augmentation of the attenuation factor quickly

increases with higher water content when the filling

material is close to an air-dry state, while the augmentation

exhibits a slow increase when the filling material reaches a

saturated state. This trend may be described by an expo-

nential function as discussed below.

Fig. 2 Recorded P-wave from strain gauge groups in the SHRB test

on a saturated filled fracture
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Figure 5 also shows the experimental results from a

previous study (Li et al. 2010). In that study, a filled

fracture was sandwiched between a pair of cored granitic

bars (length: about 1 m), which were connected by a plastic

tube. A generated P-wave was thus multiply reflected in the

bar system to estimate the water effect on P-wave attenu-

ation across a filled fracture with different beach sand

thicknesses (e.g., 3, 4, and 5 mm). The attenuation factor

increases with higher water content from a dry state to an

unsaturated state. The present study investigates the change

in attenuation factor from an air-dry state to a saturated

state based on a single P-wave incidence. Although there

are differences between the previous and current testing

methods (for instance, rock media, filling materials, and

loading conditions), a similar trend can be observed with

higher water content for a given fracture thickness.

4 Discussion

An inhomogeneous contact network supporting external

loads, known as stress chains, has been observed in dry

granular materials (Majmudar and Behringer 2005). For

wet granular materials, water strongly affects grain con-

tacts and the mechanical behaviors of granular materials

(Mitarai and Nori 2006). A wave transmission model can

be used to describe the effect of water content on packed

chains of sand grains (Ponson et al. 2010). In this model, a

pair of contacting grains is considered as a diatomic unit, or

a contact spin. When wave transmission exponentially

decays with increasing disorder level, D, in stress chains,

the ratio between the amplitude of a transmitted wave and

that of an incident wave is e-ND/a. The attenuation factor

can thus be expressed as

1=Q ¼ 1� e�ND=a

p
; ð2Þ

where the disorder level, D = |Nup - Ndown|/(Nup ? -

Ndown), shows the amount of heterogeneity in granular

materials. The total number of contact spin, N, is the sum

of the number of contact spin with one orientation, Nup, and

the number of contact spin with the other orientation,

Ndown; the number of disordered spin, ND, is thus equal to

Fig. 3 Positive and negative

waves at fracture front and rear

interfaces

Fig. 4 An incident wave and transmitted waves from a filled fracture

with different water contents

Fig. 5 Attenuation factor as a function of water content and

comparison to previous results. The solid points indicate the average

values
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twice the number of defects in stress chains, Ndefect, which

shows that the number of disordered spin increases with an

increasing number of contact spins in an orientation

opposite to wave propagation, and a is a constant value to

describe grain geometry.

For a constant a, the attenuation factor increases with an

increasing number of disordered spins or defects in stress

chains. Additionally, Herminghaus (2005) revealed that the

defects influence the mechanical behaviors of granular

materials with different water contents in two aspects.

First, the amount of water negatively affects grain contacts

during the formation of water bridges, because of suction

pressure. Second, the incident energy is dissipated during

the breaking of water bridges, owing to viscous stress.

Hence, the water bridges in granular materials play a

negative role in stress chains, which not only reduce grain

contacts but induce energy dissipation. The number of

water bridges increases with higher water content (Fournier

et al. 2005), resulting in a greater number of defects and in

a larger attenuation factor.

At the end point, we can explain two experimental

observations in Fig. 4. (1) Because granular materials with

higher water content contain a greater number of defects, it

may take a longer time for the formation of stress chains.

This phenomenon can also be observed in the study of

Ponson et al. (2010). (2) A larger amount of incident

energy is needed to break water bridges, owing to a larger

number of water bridges existing in granular materials with

higher water content. The amplitude of the transmitted

wave thus decreases with higher water content in granular

materials.

5 Conclusions

This experimental study shows that the attenuation factor

in a filled fracture increases with higher water content from

an air-dry state to a saturated state. According to a wave

transmission model, it is found that a larger number of

defects exists in granular materials with higher water

content, which play a negative role in P-wave transmission

and result in a larger attenuation factor. Based on the dis-

cussion on the physical change of granular materials with

higher water content, not only viscosity, but grain contacts

strongly affect the mechanical response of granular mate-

rials. This study suggests considering both factors in the

future development of analytical predictions. The combi-

nation of the SHRB test on a filled fracture and the contact

mechanics in granular media extends the knowledge

regarding water’s effect on P-wave attenuation across a

rock fracture filled with granular materials; this is of

importance in estimating the dynamic response of rock

masses in engineering practices.
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